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Know] c-d }•<..• about the behavior of f j ssion-|;a.s in i rrad i at ed nuclear fuel is nscessar*1 for

an accurate description of the respoiise of t lie fuel durinj; iiornial and oi f-normaj opera tin};

conditions. The state of the art of modeling f ission-f.a.s behavior has been concerned for some

time with which are the dominant mechanisms of fission-gas mobility in nuclear fuels. Fission

gas is generated via nuclear fission primarily within the UO9 (or U-PUO^ grains. These gases

(xenon and krypton) are relatively insoluble within the 1)0? matrix and tend to nucleate into

bubbles. The bubbles can grow due to coalescence and gas-atom diffusion, and can shrink due

to re-solution. The fission gas can migrate both in atomic form and in bubbles by either

random or biased (in a temperature gradient) motion to the grain boundaries where the bubbles

can grow due to bubble coalescence and gas-atom diffusion. Grain-boundary bubbles may also

be susceptible to the effects of gas-atom re-solution. Subsequently, the fission gas on th

grain boundaries can migrate both in atomic form and in bubbles by either random or biased

motion to the grain edges. In addition, if the grain boundaries become saturated with gas,

channels can form via bubble coalescence which enable the gas to rapidly vent to the grain

edges. Gas reaching a grain edge deforms the edge, and contributes to tlTJ degree of inter-

connection between grain edges. If the grain edges and corners are interconnected to a free

surface, the gas can escape to the exterior of the fuel. Alternatively, grain boundaries

weakened by the accumulation of fission gases (and other fission products) may fracture

extensively under stress and enable the gas to vent directly to the fuel-cladding gap. Fission

gas retained in the fuel contributes to fuel swelling.

The above scenario for gas migration from the interior to the exterior of the fuel is,

in general, widely accepted. However, it is the specific details about each of the various

processes which is lacking in the overall understanding of and the capability to predict

fission-gas behavior in nuclear fuels.

During normal operation, one is interested in predicting the response of fission gas

as a function of fuel properties (e.g., grain size and grain growth), fuel temperature and

temperature gradient, power rating, and burnup. During transient or off-normal operation,

one is interested in predicting the response of fission gas as a function of irradiation history

(e.g., power rating and burnup) and accident scenario (e.g., heating rate history). Consis-

tency requires that once a set of models has been developed to describe the synergistic inter-

play of the multitude of nrnpoosop involve/) .Jn fJ<Mil«^»"« v—1--—--— -j -~ v:., - ,, - • .-.i, „..-.-.---
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temperature gradient, power rating, and burnup. During transient or off—normal operation,

one is interested in predicting the response of fission gas as a function of irradiation history

(e.g., power rating and burnup) and accident scenario (e.g., heating rate history). Consis-

tency requires that once a set of models has been developed to describe the synergistic inter-

play of the multitude of processes involved in fission gas behavior, they be applicable under

the full range of normal and off-normal conditions of interest. The above comment may seem

rather obvious at first, however, as will be described below, given the current range of

uncertainties in the properties and mechanisms of fuel and fission gas response, the ability of

any particular model of fission gas behavior to predict both sides of a broad range of behav-

ioral conditions is ."•ot a. priori obvious.

Nichols presented e-'Vilier at this seminar a survey on the current understanding of bubble-

mobility and gas-atom re-solution rate. The theme of this paper is on the relationship bctwci-r.

various mechanisms of fission gas behavior and how an accurate understanding of these relation-

ships is essential for the production of the response of fission gas under a wide range of

operating conditions.

2. JLybbJ e I)i f f usivi ties and Gas-atom Re-solution

In order for gas to be released from the fuel, it must first be expelled from its
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anrinj; nor...,: 1V,r;,iiia dep,.,;. , i:. A'"IT.-II, or, the atomic and gas-bubble djffusivi i u-. and on

the- gas-aLom re-solution r.-.u-. Darin;; conditions where bubble mobility is minimal (]«)w-

"oderate temperature regime), the forward flu:, of intr^rnnulur « a s to the boundaries is

ccn.po.sed mainly of the atomic species; the relatively immobile gas bubbles act as gas-atom

trapping sites. The length of time, on uhe average, that a gas atom spends trapped in a bubble

before being knocked back into solution, either directly or indirectly, by a fission frag-

ment is given by the inverse of the re-solution rate. b. Fission-gas bubbles located on the

iirain boundaries also under::,, t,->.];:: i, -n, nnd this c.-n, cr.ate u backward flux of gas atoms

into the lattice. Clearly, the rate fission gas is released

to t it: grain edges, and the overall dependence of this release rate on the value of b is a

strong function of the relative magnitudes between the forward and backward flux of gas

atoms. For example, if the forward and backward fluxes are of the same magnitude, the rate

at which fission gas arrives at the grain edges will be ralatively insensitive to the irra-

diation time. In general, the rate at which fission gas arrives at the grain edges will be

a strong function .of b; this rate will increase or decrease with an Increase in b, depending

on whether the forward flux is greater than or less than the backward flux, respectively.

The magnitude of the backward flux is primarily a function of b (as is the forward

flux), intergranular bubble size and the probability that an atom ejected from a grain-

boundary bubble actually reenters the lattice; that is, the probability that an atom travels

a distance (re-solution distance), dR, large compared to the grain-boundary gas-atom recapture

distance, dc- dc is the maximum distance a gas atom can move from the boundary before losing

a high-diffusivity path back to the grain surface. (The intergranular atomic and gas-

bubble diffusivities are thought to be substantiaLly higher than those for intragranular

fission gas due to the existance of ledges on the grain surface). For intergranular bubble

sizes which are small compared to djj, the magnitude of the backward flux depends essentially

on b, and on the relative magnitude between dR and dc. For bubble sizes which are large

compared to dRr the magnitude of the backward flux is relatively independent of b; the gas

atoms remain trapped within the bubbles due to the fact that, on the average, a "knocked

atom" does not travel far enough within the bubble to escape from the bubble.

For the low-moderate temperature environments where the bubble mobility is low, the
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fission gas due to the existance of ledges on the grain surface). For intergranular bubble

sizes which are small aompnrcd to dR, the magnitude of the backward flux depends essentially

on b, and on the relative magnitude between d^ and d, . For bubble sizes which are large

compared to dR, the magnitude of the backward fJu>: is relatively independent of b; the gco

atoms remain trapped within the bubbles due to the fact that, on the average, a "knocked

atom" does not travel far enough within the bubble to escape from the bubble.

For the low-moderate temperature environments where the bubble mobility is low, the

rate of gas release will be mainly re-solution controlled, and will be relatively insensitive

to changes in the intragranular gas-atom and bubble diffusivities.However, because the

relative magnitude between the forward and backward gas-atom fluxes is dependent on intra-

and intergranular bubble sizes, and since these bubble sizes are, in general, dependent on

the irradiation time, fuel temperature, and rating, the overall dependence of the fission-gas

release rate on b will, in general, be a function of the fuel power history and burnup.

Within high temperature (and high temperature gradient) environments (e.g., the

columnar grain growth region) where the gas bubbles have substantial mobility , the rate

at which the gas reaches the grain edges will be relatively insensitive to the re-solution

rate, b., and strongly dependi-rU on the value of the gas-bubble diffusivity. The average

size of such bubbles, however, will be dependent on b, am! thus the velocity of these

bubbles, which is in genera] ;i function of their size-, -will be indirectly dependent on

the value of b. However, iL is i-xperted that within t :u- hi L'!i te-pt'raturi^cMWiximQi'Ut, tilt-
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of bubble velocity on re-solution rate will be minimal.

From the above discussion it can be seen that .Lin accurate description of intra- and

intergranular fission-gas behavior requires quantitative infornation on the values of the gas

atom and bubble diffusivities, the re-solution rate, re-solution distance, the grain-

boundary gas-atom recapture distance, and physically realistic descriptions for the inter-

active dependence of the behavior of the fission gas on these parameters. Nichols has

already described the uncertainties involved in the value of b (earlier paper presented

at this seminar - see also Ref. 1 ) , and in the particular mechanisms for re-solution (i.e.,

whole bubble destruction versus chipping away). Estimates of the diffusivity of atomic xenon

(stable) at 1500°C, based on the results of various isothermal annealing experiments '

differ by as much as three orders of magnitude. Note that, currently, one must blindly

extrapolate these isothermal annealing results for use in the irradiation environment. Little

is known about bubble diffusivities in UO2 at high temperature (>1500°C). For example at

1800°C, there are approximately six orders of magnitude separating 30 A diameter bubble

diffusivities based on an extrapolation of Gulden's measurements at 1500°C and those

obtained from the theory of surface diffusionk

3. Gas-bubble Swelling, Grain-edge Porosity Interconnection, and

Grain-boundary Separation

Once the fission gas has reached the grain edges, it remains trapped there unless a

path exists from the grain edges to the exterior of the fuel. Experimentally, it has been

observed " that long-range, grain-edge porosity interconnection is a function of the grain-

edge gas-bubble strain. Thus, in order to calculate the rate of fission-gas release from

the fuel, one must first have the capability of calculating the evolution of the grain-

edge gas-bubble swelling, and second, the capability of calculating the evolution of the grain-

edge porosity interconnection. These calculations are further complicated by the apparent

role of the as-fabricated porosity on the degree of grain-edge porosity interconnection

(at least for fuel densities less than approximately 90% TD).

The accumulation of fission gas (and other fission products) on grain boundaries and

edges tends to degrade the strength of the boundary, and grain-boundary separation may result

if the stresses on the boundary exceed the boundary fracture strength. Experimentally, a



edge gas-bubble swelling, and second, the capability of calculating the evolution of the grain-

edge porosity inteiconnection. These calculations are further complicated by the apparent

of the as-fabricated porosity on the degree of grain-edge porosity interconnection

Cat least for fuel densities less than approximately 90% TD).

The accumulation of fission gas (and other fission products) on grain boundaries and

edges tends to degrade the strength of the boundary, and grain-boundary separation may result

if the stresses on the boundary exceed the boundary fracture strength. Experimentally, a

change in the. mode of fuel fracture from predominantly intra- to intergranular has been

observed in high-burnup fuel irradiated at relatively low temperatures. Extensive grain-
(9)

boundary separation has been observed to occur during transient heating tests on irradiated

commercial U0_ fuel. For these tests there is a strong correlation between the increase in

pore-solid surface area during the test and the amount of fission gas released. SEM examina-

tion of the tested specimens indicate that intergranular separations can form by the diffusion-

controlled processes of growth and coalescence of fission-gas bubbles. In addition, this

gradual process of bubble growth and coalescence to form channels and channel coalescence to

form separations can be interrupted by the more rapid process of crack propagation. Crack

propagation results from stresses on weakened grain boundaries. The stresses responsible for

cracking are the result of applied axial load, differential thermal expansion, and the

pressurization of intergranular fission-gas bubbles. Grain-boundary separation has also been

n corobserved in fuel tested in the PBF reactor in Idaho, and in commercial fuel t'iat had

undergone a power excursion in the Dresden reactor in



Thus, in order to accurat i-J y predict t in- release of fission jias from f.rain buundar ics

and edges, one must be able not only to calculate the evolution of the grain-edge porosity

connection, but must have the capability to calculate the onset and degree of grain-boundary

separation. These two phenomena, are not altogether independent in that they are both

precipitated, in part, by the accumulation of fission gas. Whether one or the other, or

both phenomena occur is dependent on fuel type (e.g., grain size, density, etc.) as well

as on the particular operating scenario under consideration.

4. Fission-gas Bubble Mobilities During Transient Heating Conditions
and the Prediction of the As-irradiated Fission-gas Behavior

Several authors (the present author included) have been forced to the conclu-

sion that bubble mobility during transient heating is larger than during normal irradiation

conditions. However, this author concurs with those that think it is rather risky to make

model predictions, especially for time scales where little experimental data are available,

without having clarified the basic mechanisms of gas-bubble behavior during normal irradia-

tion conditions.

Model predictions for fission-gas behavior during normal irradiation conditions can

be compared with many types of measurements, i;hen available: intra- and intergranular

bubble-size distributions, gas release, racial distribution of retained gas, fission gas

content on grain boundaries and edges, fuel swelling, and so on. These measurements (and

predictions) can be made for fuels irradiated at different temperatures, power rating, fuel

type, and burnup. Comparing predictions to only a small subset of data (for example only

total gas release measurements) is unsatisfactory in that information on the particular

fission-gas behavioral mechanisms operative is not readily apparent, and thus is not readily

verifiable. Identifying fission-gas behavioral mechanisms is essential for a thorough

understanding of the phenomena, and for the assurance of the capability of the models to

extrapolate to other operating environments. Unfortunately, part of the problem in verify-

ing model predictions is the inadequacy of the amount and nature of data available. The

following discussion is an attempt to underline the typt! of pitfalls that underline this

particular problem. . . , . . • ' •-

In order to,develop and verify models describing a broad range of phenomena, one



total gas release measurements) is unsatisfactory in that information on the particular

fission-gas behavioral mechanisms operative is not readily apparent, and thus is not readily

verifiable. Identifying fission-gas behavioral mechanisms is essential for a thorough

understanding of the phenomena, and for the assurance of the capability of the models to

extrapolate to other operating environments. Unfortunately, part of the problem in verify-

ing model predictions is the inadequacy of the amount and nature of data available. The

following discussion is an attempt to underline the type of pitfalls that underline this

particular problem.

In order to develop and verify models describing a broad range of phenomena, one

requires specific data spanning the range of interests. Unfortunately, this type of data is

not generally available; instead, first, slowly, one subset of the broad range is uncovered

with measurements than another, with each set of measurements in itself only a partial

uncovering of the pertinent phenomena. For example, data from high-burnup irradiations is

comprised mainly of fission-gas release measurements. Still lacking are the data on the

size and morphology of the fission gas,fuel microstructure, etc. In addition, most high

burnup data is from fuel pins of varying types and power ratings. Thus it is a quite complex,

if not impossible job, given the nature of the available data, to sort out the specific

mechanisms that resulted in the release of the gas (for example, temperature dependent vs.

burnup dependent phenomena).

Let us assume that at an early stage in the development of a fission-gas behavioral

model, only certain specific data were available; relatively high temperature, as-irradiated

intragranulai bubble sizes and total fission-ga.s release, and the fission-gas release and

intragranular bubble sizes following a subsequent transient. Researching the available
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literature fur a description of what j K the current understanding of the- basir phenomena

involved, one arrives at a set of initial calculations. Let us assume, further, that the

selected values for the bubble diffusivity, re-solution rate and re-solution distance are

compatible with the uncertainties in the measured values such that the model predictions for

intragranular bubble size are in agreement with the data. In addition, the choice of a

value for the fraction of intergranular gas undergoing re-solution which reenters the lattice

is made such that when coupled to the models for grain-boundnry-bubble diffusion and grain-

edge porosity interconnection, the calculations for total gas release are also in agreement

with the data. The values for grain-boundary bubble diffusivities would most likely be

close to the values predicted by the theoretical treatment of bubble mobility by surface

diffusion. This coice is reasonable because of the ledging along the boundary surface which

would most likely facilitate enhanced diffusion. Thus, one has chosen relative values for

the intragranular bubble diffusivity and gas-atom re-solution rate, and a value for the

fraction of intergranular gas undergoing re-solution which reenters the lattice which, when

combined with the models for the evolution of the grain-edge porosity account- for the experi-

mental measurements.

It should be noted that the values for intragranular bubble diffusion are most likely

significantly smaller than those predicted by the theoretical treatment of bubble mobility

by surface diffusion. The physical basis behind this approach is that during

1 equilibrium conditions,

the bubbles may be faceted, and the rate of motion of a! faceted bubble is determined by

the frequency of nucleation of steps instead of the time required for atoms to move from a

.step on one side of a bubble to a step on the other side. (That is, the atom attachment

"and detachment rate is slower than predicted by surface diffusion) . In addition, one^

would have a better handle on the relative values for grain-boundary-bubble diffusion anc

the^effectiveness of grain-boundary-bubble re-solution]if data were available for inter-'

,_, granular bubble sizes. However, for purposes of the present discussion, we have assumed

that this information was not available. '* ;

Subsequently, these calculations are used to predict the release of gas during the

transient heating portion of the fuel history. The results show that the predictions arel

sienificantfV lower than the measured gas release resu3'.s, and signifiicantly larger than the
* " • • „ • • • • . . • 1/ „ \) . fcr



the bubbles may be faceted, and the rate of motion of a faceted bubble is determined by

the frequency of nucleation of steps instead of the time required for atoms to move from a

step on one side of a bubble to a step on the other side. (That is, the atom attachment

and detachment rate is slower than predicted by surface diffusion)(15"18). In addition, one

would have a better handle on the relative values for grain-boundary-bubble diffusion and

the effectiveness of grain-boundary-bubble re-solution if data were available for inter-

granular bubble sizes. However, for purposes of the present discussion, we have assumed

that this information was not 'available.

SubsequentJy, these calculations are used to predict the release of gas during the

transient heating portion of the fuel history. The results show that the predictions are

significantly lower than the measured gas release results, and significantly larger than the

measured intragranular bubble-sizes. After exhausting all other possibilities, one decides

that all the evidence points toward enhanced mobilities during transient (nonequilibrium)

conditions. First a description for the noninstantaneous rate of growth of coalescing

bubbles is included with the supposition that the lack of this model was the deficiency

which caused the discrepancies. However, further analyses indicate that although the

inclusion of this model results in acceptable calculated post-transient intragranular bubble

sizes, the prediction of transient fission-gas release is still substantially below the

measured values (i.e., the reduction in calculated size of the intragranular bubbles does not

increase their mobility enough to account for the observed releases). Thus, one i.s led to

the hypothesis that, during transient healing the mobilities are further enhanced from their

as-irradiated values.

As an example of such a hypothesis, consider the following. Bubbles intersected

by dislocations have higher diffusivitjes than bubbles in a perfect lattice (2 ; iK-
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which ledges introduced into thebubble surf.in- by the dislocation rotaLcd about tin- d is] oca

tion, causing the bubble- LO mi;: rate. Sincv d i K local ions may extend to the grain surfaces,

they can -serve as channels that facilitate liie migration of the bubbles out of the grains to

the grain boundaries. During steady-state heating, the dislocation density is relatively

small, and the effective diffusivities of the intragranular .bubbles would not be expected

to be appreciably altered.

However, during transient heating, differential" thermal expansion and external loads
" - y i)

can increase dislocation densities. The stress field around ?;n overpressurized bubble can

lead to additional increases in the dislocation density near the bubble. Overpressurization

is due to a lack of vacancies in a lattice that is not in thermodynamic equilibrium. If

the overpressure in a bubble results in an equivalent stress that exceeds the yield strength

of the UO2, then plastic deformation of the material around the bubble will result. Since

the: bubble surface intersects the resultant dislocations, ledges are produced that can

facilitate atom attachment and ''eta'chment.

Since plastic deformation of the UO2 due to an overpressurized bubble is expected

to result in a high density of dislocations around the bubble surface, the ,diffusivity of „.

such a bubble would be expected to increase rapidly. In effect, bubble diffusion \>iould

depend more on the time required for atoms to move"from a step on one side of a bubble to a

step on the other (i.e., surface diffusion) than on the frequency of nucleation of steps.

As the lattice approaches thermodynamic equilibrium, the bubbles expand at a faster

rate as a result of the availability of lattice vacancies and lose their overpressurization.

iWhen the material around a bubble is no longer undergoing plastic deformation, the disloca-

tions quickly anneal out. Under these conditions, bubble mobility is quickly reduced as the

diffusion of the bubbles becomes once again dominated by the frequency of step nucleation.

Subsequently, such a model for the enhanced mobilities of fission—gas bubbles during

nonequilibrium heating conditions is implemented into the calculations discussed above, and

satisfactory predictions for the release of the fission' gas during the transient result.

One has thus arrived at a "state of the art" statement about the behavior of fission gas

during normal and off-normal operating conditions consistent with the available data.

Let us know assume that isothermal, low-temperature, high-burnup gas release data

becomes available, and that tlie model is unable to account for the substantial releases



top on the other (i.e., surface diffusion) than on the frequency of nucleatjon of steps.

As the" lattice approaches therni'odynamic equilibrium, the bubbles expand at a faster

ite as ;i result of the availability of lattice vacancies and lose their overpressurization.

leri the material around a bubble is no Jongtr undergoing., plastic deformation, the disloca-

OIISJ quickly nrt.neal out. Under these conditions, bubble mobility is quickly reduced as the

ffusion of the bubbles becomes once again dominated by the frequency of step nucleation.

Subsequently, such a model for the enhanced mobilities of fission-gas bubbles during

fequi1ibrium heating conditions is implemented into the calculations discussed above, and

:isfactory predictions for ?the release of the fission gas during the transient result.

• has thus arrived at a ".state of^ the art" statement ''about the behavior of fission gas

ing normal and off-normal operating conditions consistent with the available data.

Let us know assume that isothermal, low-temperature, higb-bdrnup gas release data

)ines available, and (.hat the model is unable to account for the substantial releases

iiirod at high, burnup;,, the calculations result in predictions for 'fractional f is-si 6n-gas ;

ensc: which are significantly smaller than actually observed.

Subsequent analyses might result in the following, observations. At low temperature,

calculations predict a backward flux of gas atoms into the lattice due ..to grain- '-../'

mdary-bubblc- re-solution of the same magnitude as the forward flux of gas from the lattice

the grain boundaries. Thus, very little gas is available tor transport to the /jrain

;es. This situation is relatively insensitive to the degree of burnup. Several"possiblo

nedic-s come to mind. The i nt ragranul ar d i f fusi vi t i es could be increased (at the same tiim-

e re-solution rate should ht increased in, order to retain the prediction of intragranul ar

LYible size), or the effei'tivi-ncss of graln-houndary-bubij] c- re-Kc.il ut ion could be decreased,

• iiotii of the above. In any ev^nt, t-ither change would Tr.osL lively affect the model prt--'

cLicns for transient f iss i c:.- ;-as !••.•! east-, that ° in, t In-1" "mdcfl for enhanced mobilities of

-Si
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be relatively unaffected by ,-i decrease in tilt; ei /cctivencs.s n> jiu ergranuJar re-.solution

due to the fact that the irradiation was at a relatively high » e:::pe rul ure where bubble

mobility would be substantial. Thus, perhaps, this choice would be the most reasonable.

In principle, intrngranular bubble diffusivities durins; irradiation conditions could

approach those predicted by the theory of surface diffusion. The effect of facets on the

bubble surface, which appear to be the reason for the reduced mobilities observed during

isothermal anneals ' , might be obscured to a great degree during irradiation due to

irradiation damage and associated vacancy and defect production *" . In turn, higher values

of the re-solution rate might be more in line with current experimental results (as discussed

earlier by Nichols).

The grain-boundary-bubble re-solution rate could be reduced by either growing larger

grain-boundary bubbles such that the bubble size is much larger, on the average, than the

re-solution distance, or by utilizing a re-solution distance smaller than the grain-boundary

gas-atom recapture distance. The ejected gas atoms then travel enhanced diffusion paths

back to the gas bubbles so that, effectively, they have not been lost from the bubble.

More definicive answers to the questions raised in the above discussion must await further

experiments and analyses of the observed phenomena.

5. Conclusion

A discussion was presented on .the interplay between mechanisms of fission-gas

behavior, and on how the assumed relationships between various mechanisms affect predictions

for the behavior of the gas during a wide range of operating conditions. Highlighted in

the discussion were the relationships between intragranular fission gas mobilities during

normal and off-normal (nonequilibrium) conditions and intra- and intergranular gas-atom

re-solution. The main conclusion reached was that more definitive information about the

nature of the mechanisms and about the synergistic relationship between them await furthe

experiments and analyses of the observed phenomena.
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